Cascadia Tech Academy Driving Policy
2018-2019


All Students will be expected to ride the school bus between sending
schools and CTA during Session 1 & 2, unless the following apply:
o Attend Clark Running Start
o Attend Session 2 AND their sending school provides NO BUS:
 Prairie
Hockinson
Camas
 Woodland
Ridgefield
Washougal
 Battle Ground
La Center
River Homelink
 Cam Academy
Hayes Freedom
Summit View
o Extenuating Circumstances (must speak with Kristina first)



If a student from the schools listed below miss the bus, they are to go to their
sending school to obtain a One Day driving pass BEFORE driving to CTA.
 Washougal
La Center
Ridgefield
 Battle Ground Fort Vancouver
Prairie
 Skyview
Hudson’s Bay
Columbia River



If an AM student misses the bus from any Evergreen Public School, Camas,
Woodland or Hockinson High School, they must FIRST come see Kristina
Brown to obtain a One Day driving pass. Only 3 One Day passes will be given
to any student in a semester. This will be strictly enforced.



If ANY PM student misses the bus, they are to go to their sending schools
office to obtain a One Day driving pass BEFORE driving to CTA.



If ANY student knows they have an appointment before or after CTA and they
HAVE to drive to their appointment, they are to go to their sending school to
obtain a One Day driving pass.



If a student needs to work on their car, they are to FIRST obtain a pass from
their instructor stating the date they will be working on their car. Then
SECONDLY, they are to take that pass to their sending school and obtain a
One Day driving pass from their sending school BEFORE driving to CTA.
Passes from BOTH instructor and sending school must be present to
drive onto CTA campus.



When a student is out on Internships they are to follow their program policy
for driving to their internship. When students return to CTA for their weekly
check-in, they are to be on a bus unless they have obtained a permanent
driving pass from Kristina due to circumstance listed above.



If a student needs to bring something to their program and it CANNOT go on
the bus, they are to obtain a One Day pass from their sending school BEFORE
driving to CTA.

